
 

 

We wanted to gather learner voice in as objective a manner as possible.  In order to 
ensure we collected some meaningful data, we asked our Head of Student 
Experience to undertake the interviews.  We did this to try and eliminate any 
unconscious bias from either the learner or the interviewer. We also elected to 
interview learners on a one-to-one basis again to reduce any influence between the 
students and we did not share their feedback to them.  As this was quite time 
consuming, we kept the number of learners low. 

We pre-selected the questions to ensure that we had some structure and 
consistency to the process and which we hoped would give us some rich qualitative 
evidence.   

Learners were selected from separate cohorts to ensure that we captured the views 
of study programme and adult learners of both genders.  Four learners were selected 
from cohorts where the intervention was potentially going to be used.      

The interviews were undertaken between October half term and December 2020 in 
order to give all of the learners time to settle into the new delivery model. This meant 
that they could get used to their teacher and the new materials and ensure they were 
confident in the use of the Google platform and the other technologies that we were 
using for delivery.  

This was a revealing survey. 

 Learners understood the concept of independent learning and all 
acknowledged that they would not describe themselves as independent 
learners 

 They were all previously taught in a relatively traditional chalk and talk 
approach. 

 The flipped learning approach was seen as a good way forward. 
 The diagnostic was fairly well received, as was the use of Hegarty Maths.  
 Feedback to learners was inconsistent. 
 Mindset and approach was also seen as important. 
 The 1:1 was greatly valued. 

  

 

  



 

1. What is meant by an Independent learner? 

Someone who is learning without support, able to find things online. 

When you do your own work by yourself 

Independently learning in your own time, revising in your own time, makesure you 
learn afterwards so you don't miss key things 

You can do it by yourself- not need as much help 

 

2. To what extent do you feel you were an independent learner? Maths specifically 

I am quite independent to be honest. If I know I need to achieve I need support. I 
can get on with it.  

When I came from school- I was eager, school was so stressful- more 
opportunities to study, more choice at college.  

Last year not really- I used Heragrty- it's much more structured this year, We were 
a Dear in headlights. We missed 2 months of maths. Head of course could not 
find a teacher etc. Last year it was on Hegarty.  

I was not an independent learner. 

 
3. How was maths taught in your school? What did you feel about maths in school? 

In school- more supportive in the sense- full on you don't get that support- you 
have to be independent- more work to do. Less going on in school- jobs etc at 
college.  

In school it was just subjects and topics, in class, nothing online, homework on 
paper. 

Traditional classroom- in class whiteboard no hegary etc. I never went away and 
revised.  

In class- homework we had Hegarty but I don't use it. I didn’t do my homework.  

 



 

Maths at school- face to face in lessons I was good- I struggled in exams. I'm 
better with assignments. I didn't pass my maths. It's my third year. I'm not an 
exam person. I do like maths but I find it hard. I can see it's important. I like maths 
it's just not for me. I keep trying.  

In school I was not good, it was very stressful. I did not do well.  

In school I liked maths, but because some topics were hard. So I was a bit 
ignorant and got distracted- that was the mindset I was in. I now know I can. 
Negative view of it. Distracted and doesn't appreciate importance.  

It was one of the better subjects- it feeld good to solve problems.  

 

4. In school were you made aware of the skills you need to develop? 

Skills- It was used. They were on to you. They were motivating. I don't recall 

In school it was ‘do it and learn it’- no skills explained.  

Skills: not really.  

They did but not in detail- a general arera 

 

5. How did you revise in school? 

Maths I used maths books- write out question. We had hegarty in school. I think 
hegarty. Colourful sticky notes 

Bought a book for every subject- worked with friends sometimes.  

Using BBC bitesize. Books. We had no Hegarty.  

Go on computer- I liked youtube and did questions.  

 

 



 

6. Imagine I know nothing. How would you describe the way maths is taught in 
college? (Flipped, Diagnostic, Group session, Google 
classroom/Hegarty/Diagnostic (do students understand the system) 

It's different. Now it's online Thursday morning Before we join we are set a 
diagnostic, mini exam after an activity and starter on Google Classroom. 

We do this before the workshop. 

It is helpful and you can move the Hegarty forward etc.  

Graham goes through assessment and helps me.  

Paper in front of him. Asks if you feel confident.  

See it and do it.  

Google classroom 

Hegarty 

So you join a google classroom, teachers on there, each subject ratio etc. For each 
you get a starter then a diagnostic- get a mark- score to email. If you get 
questions wrong, link to Hegartymaths and you can revise them which is really 
good. Google meet with 10 the teacher goes through the answers- she set 
algebra- go over the topic- look at answers he class got wrong. You can do this 
way and that way. I always feel I get the help I need. Show different ways to do it. 
Really good teacher. I can message and she gets back to me. I feel supported. 
Last year not as much support. This year is so much better. More structured. Very 
clear Lesson 1 2 3 all works well.  

We are online video calls, a bunch of slides. Puts us on website where we all 
answer questions together - goes over what we did wrong. Do a diagnostic, and 
we have a test after the lesson. We are split into 5. More personal as its not a 
massive class. It works because as you have less people. As an individual you can 
talk.  

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
7. Does it make sense the way it is taught. Do you know why it is taught this way? 

Has this been explained to you? (Do students see why we do it this way?) 

We only have maths once a week, you have other priorities, You have to manage 
your time. It makes sense. It shows where you need help,  It works for me. Doag 
tells me what I need to do- go to Hegarty- drop in to meet. I joined at 10.30. Catch 
up before this. Go through and get help.  

Yea, I think it's easy using Hegarty and Google Classroom. I want more face to 
face. One to one would be better. Instead of a machine.   

Its well structured for people coming back to education. I think it all makes sense, 
there are 5 things in one lesson. Activity- diagnostic- mini exambuild up for exam. 
Teacher knows where to support- might set individual tasks as a group.  

It makes sense the test tests what you have done in lessons. We do a test before 
and after. It all kind of works.  

 

8. How do you feel that the diagnostic score affects your motivation?  

Personally I think oh my god. But then when I join the met. I think I can achieve 
this. 

Yea it does a lot- I know I can do it- why have I got 2 out of 10. I need someone to 
remind me- you want 1 to 1. 

Sometimes it affects motivation- I thought i knew this but I dont- then you follow 
the link. The min exam you get is more correct so its motivating.  

Sometimes I get and it's a bit demotivating.  

 

9. What are your thoughts about Hegarty?  

I didn't like it at first, It's helping me. I use the video. I do the quiz. Keep doing it.  

I like Hagarty- It can be helpful. I need a teacher- I need further explanation- I'm 
always doubting. A teacher can change how they explain in response to you.  

I like Hegarty, a good video. Goes through, but you need a teacher- Hegarty does it 
a certain way and the teacher might show you a way or explain it in a way that 



helps individuals as she knows you and can listen to the way you explain your 
issue and how you want to have it explained.  

I don't like Hegarty. Watch a video. I don't like it but I do it.  

  

10. How do you find the workshop? (confidence, help, time? Held back being shy? 
Confidence online) Does the diagnostic prepare you for the workshop? What 
ICT do you use.  

I don't mind. I don't like putting my camera on. I sometimes I will have it on. We all 
contribute. I think some people don't feel confident. I don't feel confident 
sometimes to put my camera on.  

ACCESS TO ICT 

I have my own laptop and WiFi 

Can use the LRC if we need to.  

I have not been in a small group for a while. I’m supposed- he has done different 
times with different people. It's been me and a couple of others. I’m waiting for my 
question- my motivation goes. Much better to have one. It's not crazy bad having 
a  

small group. I see him every week- 30 minutes- 2 hours independent. Normal 9-
9.30- now it's 10.30-11.00. I’d prefer normal.  

I think it's really good to share and show my face and speak. Not an issue with 
me.We don't work with other students. We get individual tasks. We do 
independent learning before we start.  

I don't like putting my camera. I don't want to be the first one to put my mike and 
camera on. I have never put my camera. I don't want to people to see my pjamas. 
It would be better for the teacher. I use my laptop, There is one person I dont 
know.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

11. What kind of feedback have you received? 

Based on diagnostic- verbal feedback.  

He reviews, he leaves a comment.  



 

Yes it's ok.  

Given back positive feedback- I know where I have gone wrong. I need to be told a 
few times.  

Email diagnostic, she goes thru on the board the questions on the board. If we ask 
she would help. One to one would be great- I am available on a certain day. It 
would be good to say that. Some people are shy- they would like this.  

She explains it. Asks if you need more help. Sets hegarty for more help. I think she 
is doing 1 to 1. If you get question wrong  she goes it.  

 

12. Has this way of teaching helped you become a more independent learner? 
Explain this. 

I have become more independent- I do miss being round my peers. We have ask 
the teacher.  We don't go into 2’s etc.  

I am definitely a more independent learner.  

Yea definitely. This year is so good, It's structured so well. Last year we got 
thrown into it- less time. Not well thought our it it had been like that we would 
have passed.  

I’m getting there. The thing is there are too many distractions and kno one to tell 
you to get on with it. I’d rather be in college less distractions and more physical.  

 

 

 

 

  

 



13. Do you know what mindset and metacognition mean? If no explain 

Mindset 

Cognition is to do with your brain and stuff. 

Mindset is a fixed mindset and growth. I did activities in English and found it 
useful. I think they should definitely do this in maths.  

Mindset is positive healthy mind- go ito it positive- I have a positive mindset this 
year Recognise your faiults Be more supportive More available.  

MIndset is the way  you think. Growth mindset open learning. We did this in 
school. We had an flexible learning day. It was a better that the normal stuff.  

 

 

 

 

 

14. Do your teachers encourage you to develop this? 

No not really  

No Not really, 

No- many first time since school.  

No- they do in English 5 -10 mins at the start 

 

 

 

 

 

15. Are there mindset activities to help you think about this in class? If no- Would 
this be helpful? 

Yes that would be useful- at the start 5-10 minutes as some people not as 
confident, some people not as shy.  

Yes it would be useful 

Yes definitely it would be really helpful- many have no confidence. A studnet I 
know got no marks- saying don't is maybe not enough. I can do this.  

I like doing it in English- you could do it in maths.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
16. How could maths be better?  

I don't mind coming in but my dad is vulnerable- online is on. A starter together we 
all do. Then we go do. We do not have each other- icebreaker and starter 
together.  

I think what they are doing is all they can do. As long as I can get one to one if you 
ask it's fine.  

More supportive- it's better this year a bit more 1 to 1. Maybe consider the 
Mindset 

I recon more 1 to 1’s.  She’ll get a better understanding of what we are struggling 
with.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


